We have three degrees of the form "X with Management":

Artificial Intelligence with Management (BEng Hons)
http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/16-17/dpt/utaimng.htm

Computer Science with Management (BEng Hons)
http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/16-17/dpt/utcmpwm.htm

Software Engineering with Management (BEng Hons)
http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/16-17/dpt/utswenm.htm

These all (at the time of writing) list an optional course:
   MAEE08003 Innovation and Enterprise for Scientists and Engineers 1
   http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/15-16/dpt/cxmaee08003.htm
which has not run for several years. Engineering have told the ITO that they are not going to run it again, and don't have a replacement.

The Business School run a course which seems to have a similar mission:
   BUST08024 Fundamentals of Innovation-Driven Entrepreneurship
   http://www.drps.ed.ac.uk/16-17/dpt/cxbust08024.htm
I propose we list this course on the DPTs in place of MAEE08003. The course organizer of BUST08024 has told me that they would be happy for us to do so.

If anyone has more knowledge than I do about Business school classes, or our management degrees, then please speak up!